**Course Title:** The Ethics and Governance of Artificial Intelligence  
**Course Code:** PPHA / KNOW 38850  
**Quarter:** Spring 2024  
**Meeting Time:** Thursdays, 5:00 PM–7:50 PM

### Course Overview

This course observes the emergence of AI ethics in law and public policy, examining the norms, values, and political strategies involved in the consensus-building processes that shape the development and governance of AI systems. Students will engage in critical analysis of AI policy documents and delve into core principles such as fairness, accountability, and transparency, exploring their origins and practical applications. The curriculum centers on a series of design thinking workshops that will challenge students to debate over the responsible use of AI in real-world case studies, ranging from issues of human rights to sustainable development and geopolitics. By exercising analytical and rhetorical excellence while engaging with the regulatory complexities inherent in the development of advanced technologies, this course is considered a bootcamp for transformative leaders capable of governing AI for the public good.

### Learning Objectives

By the end of this course, students will be able to:

1. Identify and remember core principles, challenges, and developments in AI governance, including essential policy milestones and landmark case studies.
2. Understand the complex interplay of AI development and regulatory practices, comprehending how emerging technologies influence and are influenced by public norms and values.
3. Apply interdisciplinary approaches integrating knowledge from the humanities, social sciences, and public policy to evaluate the social impact of emerging AI applications in real-world scenarios.
4. Analyze emerging AI governance strategies, critically assessing their origins, applications, and effectiveness for responsible AI management and regulation.
5. Exercise leadership and communication skills necessary for advocating ethical decision-making and public interest in AI governance, considering both global impact and specific community needs.
6. Create an original project around a specific challenge that demonstrates critical thinking and innovation in promoting the strategic use of AI for the public good.

### Prerequisites

While this course does not have specific prerequisites, it is designed for students who are comfortable engaging in an active learning environment that will include interactive workshops, student debates, and collaborative group projects. Students will be expected to speak frequently in class and navigate the social dynamics of multi-stakeholder negotiations.
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Course Schedule and Readings

This is a list of both required and recommended readings to stimulate our discussions. Students are expected to complete required readings ahead of each course meeting, and be prepared to share their thoughts, insights, and questions with the group. All required readings will be provided as digital copies on Canvas—no book purchase is necessary to successfully participate in class.

Week 1: INTEGRITY

Readings

Key Topics
The challenges of evaluating AI-augmented knowledge; the value of intellectual property in the age of knowledge extractivism; and the relevance of academic traditions in emerging knowledge landscapes.

Week 2: TRANSPARENCY

Readings


Key Topics
The use of technology for professional judgment in critical decision-making processes; the potential for deceptive outputs of machine learning algorithms; and the essential role of human oversight in mitigating the limitations of AI.

Week 3: ACCOUNTABILITY

Readings


Key Topics
The ethical challenges of programming moral decisions into machines; the principles that should guide such decisions; and the legal and ethical frameworks for accountability when those decisions lead to harm.
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Week 4: FAIRNESS

Readings

Required:


Recommended:


Key Topics

The trade-offs between technological efficiency and fairness; the ethical obligations to prevent bias in technological deployments; and the broader societal impacts of relying on flawed systems.

Week 5: CONTROL

Readings

Required:


Recommended:


Key Topics

The balance between using technology for collective governance and the potential risks to personal liberty; the impact of algorithmic bias on such systems; and the meaning of user-centric data agency.

Week 6: SUSTAINABILITY

Readings

Required:
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Recommended:


**Key Topics**

The environmental costs and benefits of deploying AI systems; and the ethical implications in aligning them with sustainable development goals.

[Week 7: Policy Memo Ideation and Feedback Session]

**Week 8: DEMOCRACY**

**Readings**

**Required:**


**Recommended:**


**Key Topics**

The emergence of AI-based communication systems; the responsibilities of tech companies vs. governmental bodies in regulating content; and the potential impacts on public opinion and values.

**Week 9: INTEROPERABILITY**

**Readings**

**Required:**


**Recommended:**


**Key Topics**

The global context of AI governance; the feasibility of harmonizing policies between nations with fundamentally different norms and values; and the potential for creating standards that respect both technological progress and cultural diplomacy.
Assignments

Attendance, Participation, and Self-Reflection (20%)

Description

Students are expected to demonstrate active listening, constructive peer feedback, and collaborative problem-solving in navigating the course’s interactive group exercises, thereby contributing to an active learning environment that encourages constructive discourse in the face of controversy. Through instructor observation, regular self- and peer-evaluations, and occasional homework assignments, students will be assessed for their adaptability, empathy, and self-awareness necessary to effectively engage in debates where varied views, values, and beliefs can be openly shared and critically examined.

Deliverables

Attend each session and complete a self- and peer-evaluation provided via Canvas after each class, sharing your reflections on course experiences, behaviors, and developments.

AI Policy Document Analysis (Group Project, 40%)

Description

Students will work in small groups and select an AI policy document from a provided list including governmental regulations, industry guidelines, and ethics codes from professional organizations. The task is to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the chosen document evaluating its approach to AI governance, including its stated goals, the challenges it addresses, and its potential impact on AI development and deployment. The analysis should also include a critical assessment of the policy’s strengths and weaknesses, considering both theoretical perspectives and practical implications. The culmination of this assignment is a group presentation, where students will share their findings and engage in a Q&A session with the class.

Deliverables

(1) deliver a group presentation in class (20 minutes + Q&A);
(2) submit a co-authored white paper (6-8 pages + appendix, double-spaced) via Canvas by the end of the week following the presentation.

AI Policy Memo (Individual Project, 40%)

Description

Identify a public policy challenge related to the social impact of AI and develop a policy memo that outlines an original and feasible recommendation for addressing the challenge, drawing on both ethical and technical considerations. The memo should articulate the problem clearly, review existing policies or measures (if any), and detail the proposed recommendation, including its goals, anticipated impact, and implementation considerations. The memo is expected to be concise, persuasive, and well-researched, demonstrating the student’s ability to think critically and innovatively about AI governance.

Deliverables

(1) complete a draft of the policy memo and participate in the ideation and feedback session on May 2;
(2) submit the final version (2-3 pages + appendix, double-spaced) via Canvas by May 19, 11:59 pm.
Course Policies

Attendance and Coursework

Active and consistent participation in person is crucial to the success of your learning experience in this course. Given the course's interactive exercises, we are unable to accommodate remote participation. It is also imperative to submit assignments promptly to ensure timely feedback. Late submissions will incur a grade reduction of one-third of a letter grade (e.g., from A to A-) for each day they are overdue. Similarly, unexcused absences will negatively affect your grade in the "Attendance, Participation, and Self-Reflection" assignment in an equivalent manner. Should you encounter an emergency or circumstance that hinders your ability to attend a session or meet a deadline, please contact the course's TA team in advance.

Technology

Technology, including generative AI, is an essential aid to our classroom learning environment. You are encouraged to use a laptop, smart phone, or other device to explore concepts related to course discussions and in-class activities. For content co-created with AI tools, you are required to follow the new Chicago Manual of Style citation guideline for AI tools to support the University of Chicago’s Academic Honesty and Plagiarism policy. Keep in mind, however, that the success of this class is also dependent on your presence and active contributions. This means that all students are expected to actively listen to one another and participate in classroom activities. Please refrain from using technology for any other purposes than the course’s learning objectives during our meetings.

Tolerance and Respect

This course is committed to honoring diversity in all its forms and across all dimensions of identity, social location, and experience. Please be prepared to listen with interest, patience, and resilience to views, values, beliefs, and styles of expression that may be different from your own, and support others to share their insights and understandings of reality freely and generously in the specific terms, idioms, and modalities familiar to them in the environments in which they feel at home.

Accessibility

Students with disabilities who have been approved for the use of academic accommodations by Student Disability Services (SDS) and need a reasonable accommodation(s) to participate fully in this course should follow the procedures established by SDS for using accommodations. Timely notifications are required to ensure that your accommodations can be implemented. Please meet with me to discuss your access needs in this class after you have completed the SDS procedures for requesting accommodations. For more information, visit disabilities.uchicago.edu.